Introduction
============

Emotions change over time. Consequently, developing an understanding of their dynamic nature is a prerequisite for reaching a thorough account of them ([@nsx051-B17]; [@nsx051-B73]). Research on the temporal unfolding of emotions is also important from an applied perspective as disturbances in emotion dynamics are key features of various mental health disorders, including depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and borderline personality disorder ([@nsx051-B1]).

However, for a long time, the inherent dynamic nature of emotions was ignored ([@nsx051-B17]). It was only in the nineties of the previous century that research on the way emotions unfold over time started to blossom ([@nsx051-B18]; [@nsx051-B66]; [@nsx051-B71]). Since then, researchers mainly used self-report methodologies to chart patterns of emotion unfolding, and more recently, neuroimaging tools to identify the neural regions or networks that underlie these dynamics.

Research on the temporal unfolding of emotions over time
--------------------------------------------------------

### Charting patterns of emotion unfolding

To chart changes in emotional experience over time, researchers typically either used an experience sampling or intensity profile tracking approach. In experience sampling, participants are asked to report on their emotional experience several times a day ([@nsx051-B28]; [@nsx051-B34]). This allows researchers to express patterns of emotion unfolding in dynamic features such as inertia ([@nsx051-B68]; [@nsx051-B33]), variability ([@nsx051-B13]), or instability ([@nsx051-B86]). A major advantage of experience sampling is that it allows to measure dynamics in emotional experience while minimizing memory biases. A disadvantage, however, is that it only provides a series of discrete measurements and, hence, this method does not allow to capture the continuous pattern of emotion unfolding.

A technique that does not suffer from this disadvantage is the intensity profile tracking approach, originally developed by Frijda and colleagues ([@nsx051-B18]; [@nsx051-B66]). This validated self-report method ([@nsx051-B30]; [@nsx051-B58]) consists of asking participants to draw curves reflecting continuous changes in the intensity of emotional experience over time. Using this approach, [@nsx051-B74] found evidence that the two most prominent sources of differences between intensity profiles are their degrees of explosiveness (i.e. profiles having a steep *vs* a gentle start) and accumulation (i.e. profiles increasing over time *vs* going back to baseline). These findings are consistent with theories on emotion dynamics claiming that emotions unfold across two stages: an onset stage (associated with explosiveness) and an offset stage (associated with accumulation) ([@nsx051-B11]; [@nsx051-B31]; [@nsx051-B72]; [@nsx051-B4]; [@nsx051-B34]).

Multiple mechanisms have been proposed to underlie the onset and offset of emotional episodes. Onset-bound emotion processes may include event appraisals ([@nsx051-B20]; [@nsx051-B46]), attentional biases ([@nsx051-B81]), emotion habituation ([@nsx051-B69]), and reactive flexibility ([@nsx051-B27]). Offset-bound emotion processes may include emotion regulation ([@nsx051-B31]), resilience ([@nsx051-B59]), and sustained attention ([@nsx051-B75]).

Similar mechanisms likely underlie emotion explosiveness and accumulation as differences in onset- and offset-bound processes are reflected at the surface level by differences in explosiveness and accumulation, respectively. However, empirical research on the determinants of emotion explosiveness and accumulation is scarce (for a notable exception, see [@nsx051-B72]).

### Identifying the neural basis of emotion dynamics

Early studies typically made use of EEG to examine the neural dynamics that occur during the milliseconds following exposure to an emotion-inducing stimulus ([@nsx051-B62]; [@nsx051-B20]; [@nsx051-B84]). However, it is only recently that neuroimaging tools have been used to identify the neural mechanisms that underlie emotion dynamics across longer timescales. These studies are crucial to understand the neural basis of emotion unfolding as emotions typically last longer than a few (milli-)seconds ([@nsx051-B80]; [@nsx051-B71]; [@nsx051-B81]).

Three approaches have been used in these studies on the neural basis of emotion unfolding. First, properties of the dynamics of the BOLD response following an emotion induction have been examined. These studies found evidence for several regions underlying emotion unfolding, including the medial prefrontal cortex ([@nsx051-B44]; [@nsx051-B22]; [@nsx051-B76]), amygdala ([@nsx051-B64]; [@nsx051-B77]; [@nsx051-B12]; [@nsx051-B39]; [@nsx051-B45]; [@nsx051-B63]), insula ([@nsx051-B82]), striatum, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ([@nsx051-B26]). However, these studies did not examine whether dynamics in neural activity were related to the time dynamics of the intensity of emotional experience.

Second, a number of studies have examined the relation between static (i.e. time-independent) measures of the intensity of emotional experience and dynamic features of the BOLD response following an emotion induction. Variability in intensity of emotional experience was found to be associated with activity in several regions, including the medial prefrontal cortex ([@nsx051-B53]; [@nsx051-B78], [@nsx051-B79]), amygdala ([@nsx051-B53]; [@nsx051-B83]), insula ([@nsx051-B78], [@nsx051-B79]), ventral striatum ([@nsx051-B24]), nucleus accumbens ([@nsx051-B25]), posterior cingulate cortex ([@nsx051-B78]), lateral prefrontal cortex ([@nsx051-B79]), thalamus, and midbrain ([@nsx051-B83]). However, as intensity was assessed in a static way these studies do not directly speak to neural activity underlying changes in emotional experience over time.

Third, a limited number of neuroimaging studies assessed the time dynamics of the intensity of emotional experience using an intensity profile tracking approach and examined the neural correlates of these changes. Evidence was found for the involvement of large neural networks underlying changes in emotional experience over time, with these networks including the medial prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and insula amongst others ([@nsx051-B19]; [@nsx051-B30]; [@nsx051-B55], [@nsx051-B56],[@nsx051-B57]).

In sum, recent studies increased our understanding of the neural basis of emotion dynamics. In each of the three approaches, the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), amygdala, and insula were identified as key regions involved in emotion unfolding. In particular, it has been argued that the medial prefrontal cortex remains active during the emotional episode to continuously assess and monitor the meaning of the stimulus for the self ([@nsx051-B16]; [@nsx051-B49]; [@nsx051-B43]; [@nsx051-B80]). Similarly, the amygdala and insula remain active during the emotional episode, reflecting the monitoring of stimulus relevance ([@nsx051-B51]; [@nsx051-B43]; [@nsx051-B63]) and visceral arousal ([@nsx051-B43]; [@nsx051-B80]), respectively.

However, none of the reviewed studies took into account the possibility that the neural basis of changes in the intensity of emotional experience may change depending on the stage of the emotional response, with emotion onset (associated with explosiveness) and emotion offset (associated with accumulation) possibly having unique neural correlates. This is troublesome, as different mechanisms have been hypothesized to underlie both stages ([@nsx051-B67]; [@nsx051-B11]; [@nsx051-B74]) and, hence, it can be expected that the neural basis of emotion intensity varies over time.

The present study
-----------------

The aim of the present study is to examine the neural basis of emotion explosiveness and accumulation following negative social feedback. The choice for this emotion-eliciting stimulus assures the ecological validity of our approach, as in daily life emotions are typically evoked by stimuli that are social and self-relevant in nature ([@nsx051-B6]). Moreover, social feedback has been shown to generate emotional responses that often linger for some time ([@nsx051-B76]), allowing us to study emotion dynamics while separating explosiveness from accumulation.

We hypothesize that emotion explosiveness and accumulation have distinctive neural correlates. Therefore, we first conducted whole brain voxel-based analyses to examine the neural correlates of explosiveness and accumulation in an exploratory way. Next, as the neural correlates likely include regions identified in earlier research on emotion dynamics, we additionally conducted region-of-interest (ROI) analyses on the medial prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and insula.

To examine the neural correlates of explosiveness and accumulation following social feedback, 31 participants were asked to write a number of brief essays on topics related to their personal dreams and aspirations. Participants were made to believe that these essays would be read by judges who would infer their personality from these texts. In reality, however, participants received the same negative and neutral personality assessments independent of the content of their essays. Feedback of this nature has been previously used in fMRI research to induce emotions ([@nsx051-B65]; [@nsx051-B15]). Participants were asked to read and think about the feedback for a total of 90 seconds, and reported on felt changes in emotional intensity during that period using an intensity profile tracking approach. The obtained profile data were decomposed in an explosiveness and accumulation component by means of non-negative matrix factorization ([@nsx051-B40]). Next, their neural correlates were identified by first convolving them with the canonical hemodynamic response function and, subsequently, entering them as continuous regressors of the BOLD response.

Method
======

Sample
------

Thirty-one individuals (mean age = 28.68 years, s.d. age = 8.30, 13 females) gave informed consent for this study that was approved by University Paris VI's institutional review board. All participants were right-handed native French language speakers and received 45 Euros for participating. A psychiatrist ensured that they did not suffer from any neurological or psychiatric illness, take medications or drugs, or have contraindications for MRI such as claustrophobia or metallic prostheses. One participant's data were removed from all analyses as he did not believe the cover story. An additional 10 participants were excluded from all analyses (except for the manipulation check of the emotion induction): Four participants were excluded due to technical problems or excessive movements, and, similar to earlier neuroimaging research on emotion dynamics ([@nsx051-B78]), six participants were excluded because their responses showed a clear mismatch with the experimental design, resulting in a low number of either negative or neutral trials (i.e. experiencing less than three of the eight neutral trials as neutral or experiencing less than four of the eight negative trials as negative). The latter exclusion criterion was derived by subtracting the standard deviation of matching negative and neutral trials from their respective means. More conservative inclusion criteria led to very similar results. The final sample thus consisted of 20 individuals (mean age = 26.90 years, s.d. age = 7.33, 10 females).

Design
------

The study consisted of four phases. First, participants were asked to write four brief essays on prespecified topics reflecting their personal dreams and aspirations (25 min). The experimenter told participants that these essays would be read by four judges who would try to infer their personality from them. In reality, no other people were involved. To further strengthen the cover story, participants were explained that the supposed judges would be deceived by being told that each essay was written by someone else, which would allow us to study the stability of first impressions. Second, participants completed several questionnaires assessing personality traits, emotion regulation dispositions, and well-being (25 min). As these measures are not directly relevant to the present research questions, they will not be further discussed. While participants completed the mentioned questionnaires, their essays were supposedly being read and evaluated. Third, participants entered the scanner and were exposed to feedback on their essays, after which emotion dynamics were assessed (∼45 min, see [Figure 1](#nsx051-F1){ref-type="fig"} for a visual representation of the structure of the scanner trials). Fourth, a funnelled debriefing was adopted to measure possible suspicion about the presence of evaluators in the study; this was followed by a full debriefing (10 min).

![Time course of trials (in seconds). The scanner session was divided in two counterbalanced runs consisting of eight trials each. Each trial started with a screen notifying the participant that feedback was about to be shown. Subsequently, negative (eight trials) or neutral (eight trials) feedback was presented. Next, participants thought about the feedback while looking at a fixation cross. Then, they were asked to specify the emotion elicited by the feedback and draw an intensity profile reflecting the dynamics of the emotion they felt while reading and thinking about the feedback. To reduce carryover effects participants were asked to relax before a new trial started. sp, self-paced.](nsx051f1){#nsx051-F1}

Social feedback
---------------

The feedback was based on earlier research using social feedback to induce emotions ([@nsx051-B7]; [@nsx051-B23]; [@nsx051-B15]). Feedback mainly consisted of ratings on positive and negative personality traits. In addition, participants read whether the essay-evaluator would like to have them as a friend. Negative feedback consisted of low and high scores on desirable and undesirable personality traits, respectively, as well as a low score on the item reflecting the judge's desire to be friends. Neutral feedback consisted of ratings close to the neutral scale midpoint for all feedback items. The order of the trials was controlled such that no more than two consecutive trials were of the same type (negative or neutral) of feedback.

Emotion rating
--------------

Participants first indicated whether they experienced the feedback as positive, negative or neutral. Subsequently, they specified the nature of the negative (sadness, anger, shame, other negative emotion) or positive (joy, gratitude, pride, other positive emotion) emotion they felt. Finally, participants were asked to draw, using a trackball, a profile reflecting changes in the intensity of the selected positive or negative emotion they felt while reading and thinking about the feedback. For this purpose, a two-dimensional graph was displayed. The *Y*-axis represented emotional intensity and was divided into seven intervals ranging from 'no emotion' to 'very intense'. The *X*-axis represented time and was divided into two parts corresponding to a period of reading and thinking about the feedback proportionally to their duration. Thus, even though the act of drawing was self-paced, the drawn profile reflected changes in emotion intensity for a fixed period that is identical across trials (i.e. 30 s of reading and 60 s of thinking). When participants experienced the feedback as neutral, they were asked to draw a horizontal line at the baseline level ('no emotion').

Task training
-------------

Before scanning, the experimenter walked participants through each screen of a feedback trial. First, the experimenter explained the social feedback items using a non-completed feedback form. Next, the experimenter urged participants to think about the feedback as long as a fixation cross appeared on the screen. Finally, the procedure to report emotion dynamics was explained and participants practiced until they felt capable to draw intensity profiles.

Functional MRI acquisition
--------------------------

Stimuli were generated and presented with E-Prime 2.0 and projected on a Plexiglas screen mounted at the end of the scanner bore. Two functional runs were acquired on a 3T Trio TIM MR-scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with Siemens standard 32-channel head coil. Participants' head movements were restrained by foam paddings inside of the head coil. Functional images covering the whole brain were acquired using a T2\*-weighted gradient echo, echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence, sensitive to blood oxygen level-dependent signal, employing the following parameters: repetition time: 2020 ms, echo time: 27 ms, flip angle: 78°, bandwidth: 2612 Hz, matrix: 66 × 66, field of view: 19.2 × 19.2 cm^2^, GRAPPA acceleration factor: 2. Forty sequential axial slices, with an isotropic voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^ were acquired parallel to the anteroposterior commissure plane. Each run lasted between 1036 and 1543 s (mean = 1197 s, s.d. = 94) resulting in between 513 and 764 images (mean = 593 images, s.d. = 47) depending on the time participants took to report on their emotion dynamics. Additional 'dummy' volumes were acquired at the beginning of each run to allow the magnetization to stabilize to a steady state before the first real volume. High-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted sagittal images (3D fast gradient echo inversion recovery sequence, inversion time: 900 ms, repetition time: 2300 ms, echo time: 4.18 ms, bandwidth: 150 Hz, flip angle: 9°, matrix: 256 × 248, field of view: 256 × 256 mm^2^, voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^) were acquired for anatomical localization.

Analysis of intensity profiles
------------------------------

The intensity profiles of negative emotions following negative social feedback (i.e. matching negative trials) were decomposed using an optimally approximate Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF) procedure ([@nsx051-B40]) as implemented in MATLAB 2013b that optimizes the Frobenius norm of the difference between the actual and reconstructed data. Approximate NNMF is a state-of-the-art dimension-reduction technique and provides component loadings and scores similar to, for instance, principal component analysis. However, this technique accommodates the inherently non-negative nature of subjective emotion intensity, as non-negative matrix factorization decomposes non-negative data **X** into a matrix of *non-negative* component scores **A** and a matrix of *non-negative* component loadings **B**, with the matrix product of scores and loadings optimally approximating the original data, $$\arg\left( {\min\limits_{\mathbf{A} \geq 0\,\,,\,\,\mathbf{B} \geq 0}\left\| {\mathbf{X} - \mathbf{A}\,\,\mathbf{B}'} \right\|_{F}} \right),$$ with $\left\| {\,\,\,\,} \right\|_{F}$ representing the Frobenius norm. Within the present context, the loadings are profiles themselves that represent the component processes underlying the manifest profiles of subjective emotion experience. The scores, in turn, reflect the weights or importance values of the different processes for the different intensity profiles. As a result, each original intensity profile can be reconstructed by adding the component scores multiplied by the corresponding loadings (i.e. by adding reconstructed subprofiles). A visualization of this decomposition process is shown in [Figure 2](#nsx051-F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Original drawings (upper panel), explosiveness subprofiles (middle panel) and accumulation subprofiles (lower panel). Adding the reconstructed subprofiles closely approximates the original intensity profile. The reconstructed subprofiles convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function were entered as regressors of the BOLD signal to examine the neural signature of emotion explosiveness and accumulation. Yellow (left) and green (right) backgrounds correspond to reading and thinking about the feedback, respectively.](nsx051f2){#nsx051-F2}

Approximate NNMF can be considered the optimally suited analysis tool in the search for the neural signatures of the constituent processes underlying subjective emotional experience for two reasons. First, most if not all state-of-the-art analyses of hemodynamics are rooted in a linear systems account in which the BOLD response constitutes the output that results from convolving the system's input with the system's canonical response function. At this point, non-negative input values, as resulting from NNMF, can be given a most straightforward interpretation. Second, data on subjective emotional experience can be considered inherently noisy; the approximation implied by approximate NNMF allows the researcher to tell apart signal and noise.

Analysis of functional MRI data
-------------------------------

Functional scans were preprocessed with SPM8, using slice-time correction, motion correction, spatial normalization to the MNI space, and spatial smoothing using a 8-mm full-width at half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. Using other levels of smoothing (between 4 and 12 mm) led to very similar results. Spatial normalization was performed by first coregistering the high-resolution T1-weighted image to the mean functional image, normalizing the T1 to the MNI template applying the normalization parameters to the functional images.

Statistical analyses were conducted using the General Linear Model (GLM) framework implemented in SPM8. Boxcar regressors modelled the 5-s period during which feedback was announced, the 90-s period during which participants read and thought about negative feedback, the 90-s period during which participants read and thought about neutral feedback, the self-paced emotion rating period, and the self-paced emotion drawing period, with the relaxation period functioning as an implicit baseline. To examine the neural basis of emotion dynamics during the period that participants read and thought about the feedback, we further added the reconstructed subprofiles derived from the NNMF to the regression equation, reflecting the regressors of interest (explosiveness and accumulation). When participants reported not having experienced a negative emotion, intensity values were set at zero. All regressors were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. A high-pass filter of 200 s was applied (on the basis of frequency domain plots of the time-series) similar to other studies using relatively long block-designs ([@nsx051-B21]; [@nsx051-B87]) and the motion realignment parameters were included as regressors of non-interest. Voxel-wise statistical parametric maps reflecting neural correlates of explosiveness and accumulation were calculated for each participant and then entered into random-effects group analyses using one sample *t*-tests. Statistical maps were thresholded at *P*\<0.001 (uncorrected) combined with an extend threshold of 10 adjacent voxels as recommended by several scholars to balance Type I and Type II error rates ([@nsx051-B41]; [@nsx051-B85]) and as used in other research within the field of affective neuroscience ([@nsx051-B3]; [@nsx051-B50]; [@nsx051-B88]). In addition to the mentioned threshold, we also provide FWER cluster-corrected and voxel-wise FDR corrected results. Resulting peaks were subsequently transformed into the Talairach space through the icbm2tal transform ([@nsx051-B37]; [@nsx051-B35]) and labelled using the Talairach atlas ([@nsx051-B36], [@nsx051-B38]). When multiple peaks were located in the same Talairach region and Brodmann area, only the highest one was reported.

Regions of interest analysis
----------------------------

AAL's ([@nsx051-B70]) structural masks included in the SPM8-compatible tool MarsBar (<http://marsbar.sourceforge.net>, [@nsx051-B5]) were used to bilaterally define the amygdala, the mPFC, and the insula. The latter being usually divided into an anterior and a posterior part ([@nsx051-B32]; [@nsx051-B14]), we subdivided AAL's mask into an anterior (*y* \> −10) and posterior (*y* \< −10) insula, according to a functional clustering parcellation based on a meta-analysis ([@nsx051-B8]). Using MarsBar, we subsequently calculated for each region of interest the mean value of the second level explosiveness and accumulation regression weights by aggregating across all voxels pertaining to the region of interest and tested for significance using one sample *t*-tests with Bonferroni correction.

Results
=======

Emotion induction
-----------------

First, we assessed the effectiveness of our emotion induction including all participants, except the one participant who did not believe the cover story (*n* = 30). Overall, participants reported feeling more often negative emotions following negative feedback compared to neutral feedback (χ^2^(2)=247.998, *P*\<0.0001). In particular, following negative feedback, participants reported feeling negative in 82.92%, neutral in 14.58%, and positive in 2.50% of the cases. Following neutral feedback, participants reported feeling negative in 11.25%, neutral in 69.17%, and positive in 19.58% of the cases. When feeling negative, participants reported feeling anger in 53.98%, sadness in 23.45%, shame in 3.10%, and a non-specified other negative emotion in 19.47% of the cases. In sum, the negative emotion induction was successful.

Delineating emotion explosiveness and accumulation
--------------------------------------------------

The profiles reflecting changes in intensity of negative emotion while reading and thinking about negative feedback were decomposed using non-negative matrix factorization. The appropriate number of components was determined by means of a scree plot, which suggested a two-component solution. The component loadings are depicted in [Figure 3](#nsx051-F3){ref-type="fig"} as well as reconstructed profiles taking high (i.e. 90th percentile), average, or low (i.e. 10th percentile) scores on the component in question and mean scores on the other component to aid their substantive interpretation ([@nsx051-B54]). Below, the components in question will be presented according to the order of their peaks in the temporal process.

![Two-component solution resulting from NNMF. Top: Component loadings of emotional intensity profiles over time. Bottom: Reconstructed profiles taking a high (90th percentile), average, or low (10th percentile) score on the component in question and a mean score on the other component. Bottom left panel: Reconstructed profiles differing in degree of explosiveness with the high (low) scoring profile showing high (low) levels of initial emotion intensity. Bottom right panel: Reconstructed profiles differing in degree of accumulation with the high (low) scoring profile showing an increase (decrease) in intensity over time following the initial response. Yellow (left) and green (right) backgrounds correspond to reading and thinking about the feedback, respectively.](nsx051f3){#nsx051-F3}

As illustrated in [Figure 3](#nsx051-F3){ref-type="fig"}, the first component pertains to emotion explosiveness as reflected by initial high loadings followed by a steep decrease. The reconstructed intensity profile scoring high (low) on the first component consistently has an explosive (gentle) start. The second component pertains to emotion accumulation as reflected by increasing loadings after onset over time. This interpretation is corroborated by the reconstructed profile scoring high (low) on this component that shows an increase (decrease) in intensity over time following the initial emotional response. In sum, consistent with earlier research ([@nsx051-B74]; [@nsx051-B72]), emotion explosiveness and accumulation were found to be the two main dimensions characterizing emotion unfolding.

Neural basis of emotion explosiveness and accumulation
------------------------------------------------------

The study's main question concerned whether emotion explosiveness and accumulation have different neural correlates. To examine this, explosiveness and accumulation regressors were created for each participant by multiplying the component scores of intensity profiles by their corresponding loadings (i.e. reconstructed subprofiles), convolving them with the hemodynamic response function and entering them as regressors of the BOLD signal.

Emotion explosiveness appeared to be positively related to activity in the left mPFC, the left middle and superior frontal and temporal gyri, the left supramarginal gyrus, the right angular, superior temporal, lingual, and middle occipital gyri, and the right cerebellum ([Table 1](#nsx051-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#nsx051-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Table 1.Activations associated with explosiveness in whole-brain analysisTal coordinates(mm)Region of activationBA*T* value\[x; y; z\]Vox.40Superior Frontal Gyrus L65.35\[−10;15;55\]Medial Frontal Gyrus L64.87\[−10;3;59\]42Superior Frontal Gyrus L95.36\[−12;49;26\]56Middle Frontal Gyrus L95.16\[−54;17;36\]Middle Frontal Gyrus L64.17\[−38;5;46\]45Angular Gyrus R395.78\[34;−62;32\]Superior Temporal Gyrus R393.67\[40;−54;33\]23Superior Temporal Gyrus L395.46\[−46;−53;26\]Supramarginal Gyrus L404.27\[−54;−52;24\]39Middle Temporal Gyrus L214.60\[−51;−18;−8\]Superior Temporal Gyrus L213.86\[−48;−24;−3\]11Lingual Gyrus R184.59\[15;−98;−1\]Middle Occipital Gyrus R184.46\[21;−96;5\]23Cerebellum R4.52\[35;−59;−27\][^2][^3][^4]

![Neural correlates of emotion explosiveness and accumulation. Left panel: Cortical midline regions associated with emotion explosiveness. Right panel: Insula activation associated with emotion accumulation. Coordinates in the Talairach space.](nsx051f4){#nsx051-F4}

Emotion accumulation seemed to be positively related to bilateral activation in the insula (mid-posterior part) and cingulate cortex (mid-posterior part), the right claustrum and anterior cingulate cortex (dorsal part), the left middle frontal (dorsolateral part of the prefrontal cortex), pre/post-central, and superior temporal gyri, the left caudate body, and inferior parietal lobule ([Table 2](#nsx051-T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#nsx051-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Table 2.Activations associated with accumulation in whole-brain analysisTal coordinates(mm)Region of activationBA*T* value\[x; y; z\]Vox.804[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}Insula R136.06[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[54; −33;19\]Claustrum R5.76[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[32; −15;10\]318[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}Post-central Gyrus L405.36[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−60; −24;18\]Insula L134.68[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−43; −3;10\]Superior Temporal Gyrus L414.53[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−54; −28;10\]27Caudate L5.21[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−18;16;20\]453[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}Precentral Gyrus L45.16[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−19; −29;70\]Inferior Parietal Lobule L405.14[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−35; −44;54\]Post-central Gyrus L54.69[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−8; −43;69\]25Middle Frontal Gyrus L84.55[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−21;25;34\]227[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}Cingulate Gyrus R314.94[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[4; −37;42\]Cingulate Gyrus L314.66[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[−13; −34;40\]18Anterior Cingulate R324.81[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[18;18;23\]Cingulate Gyrus R323.74[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[21;17;31\]11Posterior Cingulate R294.16[†](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}\[15;−44;20\][^5][^6][^7]

Finally, the contrast comparing neural activity during the 90-s period during which participants watched and thought about the negative feedback with the 90-s period during which participants watched and thought about neutral feedback did not lead to suprathreshold voxels. Overall, it can be concluded that the main hypothesis was confirmed with emotion explosiveness and accumulation having distinctive neural correlates ([Figure 4](#nsx051-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Regions of interest analyses
----------------------------

Aside from the whole brain voxel-based analyses, we also conducted ROI analyses to examine the role of the mPFC, amygdala and insula during emotion unfolding. The results ([Table 3](#nsx051-T3){ref-type="table"}) are consistent with the whole brain analysis described earlier. In particular, emotion explosiveness was positively associated with activity in the mPFC (*t*(19)=3.00, *P*=0.01 Bonferroni corrected), whereas emotion accumulation was positively associated with activity in the posterior insula (*t*(19)=3.87, *P*=0.002 Bonferroni corrected). Finally, again the contrast comparing the neural activity during the 90-s period during which participants watched and thought about negative feedback with the 90-s period during which participants watched and thought about neutral feedback was not significantly related to activity in any of the ROIs. Table 3.Results of ROI analysesExplosivenessAccumulationLabel*TPTP*mPFC3.000.01−1.351.00Amygdala−1.331.001.070.48Insula Anterior−2.271.00−0.180.99 Posterior−2.141.003.870.002[^8]

Discussion
==========

This is the first study showing that the neural basis of emotional experience varies over time using a recently developed paradigm to disentangle processes underlying emotion unfolding. Consistent with theories on emotion dynamics ([@nsx051-B11]; [@nsx051-B31]; [@nsx051-B4]; [@nsx051-B34]), onset- (associated with explosiveness) and offset-bound processes (associated with accumulation) were found to be the two main constituents underlying change in emotional experience over time. The present study shows that these two types of processes are associated with distinctive neural regions and illustrates that the dimension of time is a necessary ingredient in studies on the neural basis of emotional responding. This resonates with recent calls to put time on the research agenda of affective neuroscience ([@nsx051-B12]; [@nsx051-B80]).

Specifically, it was found that differences in onset-bound responses (reflected by the degree of explosiveness of the response at onset) were related to activity in the mPFC. This result was found both when conducting whole brain analyses and ROI analyses. Even though the mPFC is involved in many tasks, activity in this region following self-relevant stimuli in emotional contexts is assumed to reflect self-referential processing ([@nsx051-B16]; [@nsx051-B49]). In the present experimental context, activity in the mPFC may reflect participants assessing the match or mismatch of the feedback with their self-perception. Although future studies are necessary to further investigate this interpretation, it is corroborated by the observed activity in inferior parietal areas (i.e. angular and supramarginal gyri), which together with the mPFC, constitute a large part of the default mode network, known to be involved in self-related processing ([@nsx051-B2]). The observed activity of the mPFC during the onset period is also consistent with studies showing the role of the mPFC for meaning-making of stimuli ([@nsx051-B78]) and, more generally with appraisal theories ([@nsx051-B61]; [@nsx051-B47]) according to which people initiate self-referential processing at the very start of the emotional episode to give meaning to emotion-provoking events. The appraisal outcome is then further assumed to influence the initial intensity of negative emotions depending on the degree of mismatch perceived between the event and one's concerns ([@nsx051-B67]). In the present experimental context, feedback that contrasted with participants' concerns for a positive self-image may have required a higher degree of self-referential processing resulting in explosive emotional episodes.

In contrast, differences in offset-bound processes (reflected by the degree of emotion accumulation after onset) were found to be related to bilateral activity in the mid-posterior insula, which again was observed in both types of analyses (i.e. whole brain and ROI analyses). This is consistent with [@nsx051-B29] who found posterior insula activity during the offset period following sustained painful and non-painful stimuli. The insula has been shown to continuously monitor sustained visceral arousal ([@nsx051-B80]) and to be a key neural mechanism in the processing of emotional signals ([@nsx051-B60]; [@nsx051-B42]; [@nsx051-B48]), and especially of markers of social exclusion as when receiving negative feedback ([@nsx051-B52]; [@nsx051-B14]). Information on sustained visceral arousal is monitored by the posterior insula and projected to the anterior insula where it gets integrated with exteroceptive information resulting in conscious experience of bodily arousal ([@nsx051-B10]; [@nsx051-B48]). This link between accumulation and sustained monitoring of interoceptive signals is substantiated by activity in the somatosensory cortices. However, it should be noted that no significant activity in the anterior insula was observed, and that further research is needed to examine the specific role of the (anterior and posterior) insula during emotion offset.

Even though onset- and offset-bound processes seem to have clearly distinct neural correlates, two cautionary notes have to be made. First, the identified neural basis of the two types of processes underlying emotional unfolding also suggests some functional overlap. In particular, accumulation was found to be related to the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), which is another key node of the default mode network ([@nsx051-B2]). This suggests that self-related processes may continue throughout the emotional episode, reflected by a shift from mPFC during emotion onset to PCC during emotion offset. This interpretation is substantiated by previous research revealing the importance of cortical midline regions for self-referential processing throughout emotional episodes ([@nsx051-B78]).

Second, when testing for the robustness either using FWER at the cluster level or voxel-wise FDR, we found the neural correlates of accumulation to be largely robust, while this was not the case for emotion explosiveness. As such, even though the present study indicates that neural correlates of emotion explosiveness and accumulation are largely distinct, future research is necessary to identify and assess the robustness of the specific neural correlates of the temporal features of emotion unfolding.

Additionally, future research using non-social or basic stimuli to induce emotions is needed to examine the generalizability of our findings to other contexts. In such studies, the amygdala may be identified as an additional key region in emotion unfolding, as amygdala activity is more likely to be observed when inducing emotions with stimuli that require a low degree of cognitive processing ([@nsx051-B9]; [@nsx051-B81]). Moreover, future research is necessary to study the degree to which the neural process basis of emotion dynamics are open to external control. For this purpose, the effect of emotion regulation strategies on emotion onset- and offset-bound processes could be charted as well as the neural pathways mediating their effect. Finally, future research could extend the present fMRI approach by adding additional neurophysiological measures such as EEG, MEG, or peripheral activation.

In sum, the present study illustrates that it is crucial to take the dimension of time into account in order to reach an understanding of the neural basis of emotions. The neural regions that orchestrate the unfolding of an emotional response vary over time as revealed by distinctive neural correlates for emotion onset- and offset-bound processes following social exclusion.
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